CASE STUDY

BANKRUPTCY CASE:

Managing Large Collections
& Furthering Review
Background

The Results

Page One was recruited by a top AM Law
200 firm for a high profile Chapter 11
bankruptcy case. Our client served as the
debtor’s counsel in their sale & subsequent
liquidation of assets. The debtor was a
US-based, international company.

Page One imaged and branded 2.6 million
documents with over 6 million pages in
7 days. Approximately 70 million records
between 36 different custom Relativity
workspaces were produced under Page
One management. The debtor’s custom
accounting database was recreated and
hosted in a defensible manner, so
experts could access, query, and review in
real-time (outside Relativity). This included
deploying two-factor authentication and
custom SQL set-up. Multiple production
builds, each over 1 TB in size, were
exported and delivered within the same
week. This was completed while Page One
managed over 75 unique users and
provided them with 24/7 end-user support.

The Challenge
The debtor was obliged to preserve all
electronically stored information (ESI). The
client needed us to preserve server data,
email server data, data back-ups, mobile
devices, and personal computers from the
corporate headquarters in the US and their
international industrial location.

The Solution
Page One leveraged their best in business
software to create a repository. This
repository held all data for the matter
across distinct workspaces where the
various parties could access the total data
but maintain separate coding decisions.
This allowed for all parties involved to
access the data with ease while keeping
the overall costs associated low.
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Summary
Page One offered a unique approach to
provide access to a Relativity central
repository for 39 secure workspaces for the
customers, committee, and senior lenders
named in the bankruptcy. This provided
substantial cost savings and allowed
terabytes of data to be accessible within
days as opposed to weeks.
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